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Hollywood Regency is known for its glamour, drama and new twist on old classics.
The style became popular in the 1930s during the golden age of Hollywood.
William Haines designed homes for movie stars that made them larger than life
with sleek low-lying furnishings and sumptuously dressed walls and windows.
LuxeHome.Shop is a boutique online store, sourcing
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LOUNGE ROOM

Super sleek, glam, and brimming with retro sophistication, the Hollywood Regency style can make any living room feel as though
you are in the heart of Beverley Hills. This template showcases some of the best pieces from this collection. Our channel quilted
Copenhagen 3-seater sofa will become a veritable statement piece while the classic Hallie Armchair will help anchor the whole aesthetic
wonderfully. The Hyde Park coffee table impresses with its lavish brass-accented base that’s reminiscent of 50’s jazz clubs and swanky
accessories like the Claudia Artwork, Hanover Gold Leaf Lamp, and Rivelli Antique Brass Chandelier capture the upscale essence of the
Hollywood Regency era perfectly.

COPENHAGEN 3 SEATER NAVY

HALLIE ARM CHAIR – NAVY

CLAUDIA

HANOVER NAVY LACQUER &
GOLD LEAF TABLE LAMP
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LOUNGE ROOM

ZAPPINI BLACK &
GOLD MIRROR

HERRINGBONE IVORY
CARPET – 1.7M X 2.4M

ZANE RUG – 240 X 320
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CHLOE SIDE TABLE
– GOLD

RIVELLI LARGE ANTIQUE BRASS
& BRONZE CHANDELIER

HYDE PARK COFFEE TABLE

CRAWFORD MIRROR

GOLD PINEAPPLE SIDE TABLE

DINING ROOM

Every dining room is a convention of the same old furniture and accessories, but the Hollywood Regency aesthetic definitely delivers
on the unique front. Fabulously crafted and brimming with upscale charisma, our collection is full of items that emphasize statementworthy austerity and drama. This short template captures the essence of this style wonderfully. The understated elegance of the
Chrysler Dining Table matches gorgeously with the Luxe Balmoral White Dining Chair. The Palazo Dining Table on the other hand is
the height of glamorous-chic along with the ritzy Casablanca sideboard. The Hollywood Regency furniture palette is all about creating
an impression, and it never fails to be impact-worthy.

CHRYSLER DINING TABLE

PALAZO DINING TABLE

LUXE BALMORAL WHITE DINING CHAIR
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DINING ROOM
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TRIUMPHANT CONSOLE

CASABLANCA MIRRORED SIDEBOARD
ANTIQUED RIBBED

FLEMING NICKEL & MATTE WHITE CHANDELIER

CANDY FLOSS BY JACKY PARKER

ASHTON GOLD LEAF & NAVY VELVET
DINING CHAIR

BAND-TAIL-WALL-ART

BEDROOM 1

Furnishing your bedroom in the Hollywood Regency style means glamming it up with the most fashionable furniture pieces. This
template is all about capturing the retro enchantment of this style while appreciating the touch of grace and sophistication that comes
with it. The Kensington Bedside Table and Supernova Chandelier elaborate on the simple essence of this decor with their stylish
demeanour. The Melbourne Granite Grey King-size Headboard evokes a chic refinement and the Pink Blossom Wall Art features a
debonair charm that will make any bedroom feel the epitome of refreshing.

KENSINGTON BEDSIDE TABLE

SUPERNOVA CHANDELIER

MORGAN TABLE LAMP
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BEDROOM 1

MELBOURNE GRANITE GREY
KING HEADBOARD

FALLON HEADBOARD – QUEEN

PINK BLOSSOM WALL ART

EVIE TABLE LAMP
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SASKIA CHEST

CENTRAL PARK CHAIR GREY
VELVET

KLEE GOLD MIRROR

BEDROOM 2

While simple and sophisticated, the stylish elegance of Hollywood Regency styling looks absolutely stunning in most bedroom interiors.
You’ll love looking through this moodboard and how it consists of gorgeous furniture pieces that encapsulate the gist of this look so
beautifully. From the trendy and oversized Aria statement frame to the super glam Eames Bedside Table, you can find lots of swanky
pieces that will satisfy your palette. Add in the channel-quilted refinement of the Broadway headboard and the plush Brighton Bed
End, and you’ll definitely get a bedroom that’s dashing enough to be featured in a movie!

ARIA

MERCI BEDSIDE TABLE – LARGE BLACK
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BEDROOM 2

ASTORIA TABLE LAMP

EAMES BEDSIDE TABLE

HYDE PARK WINGED KING HEADBOARD – NATURAL
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CLEO TABLE LAMP

MONIQUE CHANDELIER –
8 ARM CLEAR- WHITE

BRIGHTON BED END – NAVY

BROADWAY HEADBOARD – QUEEN NAVY

This catalogue is a mood template to
illustrate what can be achieved from
our curated and extensive
Hollywood Regency range.
Allow us to assist you with your next
project by reaching out to us at
projects@luxehome.shop or
call us on 02–9053-2255

397 Riley Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
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